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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving approach to prevent feature disclosure in a

multiple IoT scenario, i.e., a scenario in which objects can be organized in (partially overlapped)

networks interacting with each other. Our approach is based on two notions derived from database

theory, namely k-anonymity and t-closeness. They are applied to cluster the involved objects in

such a way as to provide a single view of the objects present therein and of the features provided by

them. Indeed, the use of k-anonymity and t-closeness makes derived groups robust from a privacy

perspective. In this way, not only information disclosure, but also feature disclosure, is prevented.

This is an important strength of our approach because the malicious analysis of objects’ features

can have disruptive effects on the privacy (and, ultimately, on the life) of people.

Keywords: Privacy-Preserving Approach; Internet of Things; Feature Disclosure Prevention;

Multi-IoTs Scenario; Object Grouping Scheme for Privacy Management

1 Introduction

In the last few years, we are assisting to the enormous increase of the number of sensors and devices,

which are becoming extremely pervasive and used in most contexts of daily life. At the same time,

objects are developing awfully smart and social skills. All these aspects are revolutionizing the Internet

of Things (hereafter, IoT) [1]. As a proof of this, more and more researchers are beginning to study the

behavior of things, to talk about their profiles and their social interaction [2], and to manage objects

almost as if these were humans. As a result of these investigations, several architectures implementing

these ideas have been proposed, and are currently being proposed, in the literature. Social Internet

of Things (hereafter, SIoT [3]), Multiple IoT Environment (hereafter, MIE [4]) and Multiple Internets

of Things (hereafter, MIoT [5]) are only three of the latest architectures with these characteristics.
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Such an evolution of the IoT scenario puts researchers in front of several issues that, if correctly

addressed, can become important opportunities. A prominent example of this is related to the huge

interest the security and privacy, which research community has shown towards the IoT. Indeed, in the

recent years, many approaches to the definition of security solutions in the context of smart objects

have been proposed, such as solutions for intrusion detection [6, 7], access control [8, 9] and privacy

[10]. In the context of privacy in IoT, one of the most relevant challenges regards the capability of

preserving the privacy of users, who are employing a set of smart objects connected with each other

and, possibly, with objects belonging to other users. In such a scenario, characterized by the pervasive

presence of smart objects, given a person, a lot of data on her can be produced by the smart objects

she is using. This scenario appears even more complex if we consider that, currently, objects are

becoming increasingly autonomous when they perform their tasks. Among these, one of the most

important and crucial for the whole IoT is the interaction with other objects. To refine and improve

this capability, objects may use and propagate information about the features they can provide. This

information allows the other objects to improve the selection of the preferred contacts and to enhance

their querying capability. However, if properly combined with other data, it can provide sensitive

information about the user, which she had no intention of disclosing. In presence of the knowledge of

the features of more objects adopted by users, the amount of sensitive knowledge about her that can

be derived dramatically increases.

To give an example of what we stated above, let us consider a scenario in which a person is in

a hospital because she is suffering from gastrointestinal disorders. To carry out diagnosis, she must

undergo several analyses in different departments of the hospital. The simplest and fastest of these

analyses can be performed through smart objects. For example, in one department, the patient could

be connected to an insulin meter, in another one she could be connected to a heart rate meter, and

so forth. Knowing that a patient is connected to a specific device (for instance, the insulin meter)

already discloses important sensitive information about her (in particular, that she could suffer from

diabetes or some pancreatic disease). If we also know that she is connected to more devices that are

simultaneously used for the test of the condition of a specific organ (for example, the devices used

to diagnose pancreatic disorders, such as diabetes, pancreatitis or pancreatic cancer), the amount of

sensitive information disclosed becomes much more serious because we know in detail what are the

possible diseases that doctors suspect may affect the patient.

As a second example, let us consider a patient that simultaneously undergoes three tests, one for

the measurement of blood sugar, one for measuring the level of hemoglobin in the blood and one for

measuring her respiratory function. Already if we know that she is carrying out only one of these

tests we can hypothesize several diseases from which she may suffer (for example, we may hypothesize

that she is using glucose meter because she is suspected of suffering from diabetes). But if we know

that she is carrying out these three tests simultaneously, and we also consider that some forms of lung

cancer involve important variations in blood sugar and hemoglobin, we might conclude that doctors

suspect that she has lung cancer.

In this paper, we aim at addressing this issue by proposing a privacy-preserving approach to prevent

feature disclosure in an IoT scenario. Our approach is not focused on specific queries. Instead, as said

before, it aims at preventing the disclosure of sensitive information of a user that can happen simply

by examining the features of the devices she is employing. With regard to this fact, and taking into
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account that utility and privacy is a major trade-off for privacy-preserving techniques, our approach

aims at preserving all existing information about user-object interaction. In fact, this information

is extremely useful to support other applications and possible analyses on an IoT scenario. On the

other side, our approach is capable of protecting users’ privacy by partially hiding objects’ features

still allowing their full exploitation for supporting objects’ communication.

In more details, our approach leverages some traditional concepts from databases, such as k-

anonymity [11] and t-closeness [12]. The basic idea of both these paradigms is to group data together

so that the same piece of information is present in at least k records. This creates a sort of blurred

cloud of data, in which it is not possible to successfully map the protected piece of information to a

specific record among the k sharing it. Of course, when dealing with data distribution, it is possible to

reduce the number of candidate records to associate with a specific feature by exploiting the probability

that a record contains that piece of information. The t-closeness paradigm overcomes this possibility

by imposing criteria based on the probability distribution when selecting the admissible values used

to k-anonymize a sensitive piece of information.

Our approach applies k-anonimity and t-closeness to build small conglomerates inside an existing

network with the purpose of creating a single view of the objects present in each conglomerate. The

individuality of smart objects is preserved from a connectivity point-of-view, whereas their features

are mixed inside each group. From the outside, a smart object presents itself by advertising the

features available in the group it belongs to. Groups are built by solving a trade-off between privacy

requirements and communication performance. k-anonymity and t-closeness are combined to make

each group robust from a privacy perspective by properly selecting the number of features, their

typology and the number of objects as tuning parameters to meet the desired protection level.

Our approach is orthogonal to the existing strategies for the protection of communication channels

and data exchange among objects, such as the ones described in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Moreover, while

many researchers have been developing frameworks to protect object interaction from both a security

and privacy perspective, our approach focuses on the effects produced on the privacy of the users by

the direct observation of the objects (and the corresponding features) they are employing. As a matter

of fact, with the evolution of smart objects, techniques to allow the automatic interactions among them

based on proximity or homogeneity have been developed [18]. As stated above, such strategies can be

improved by using object scopes and features; therefore, enabling feature advertising is an important

point and a key aspect for improving object interactions in the IoT. This consideration, combined

with the observation that the knowledge of object features is an important vehicle to privacy leakage,

leads to the need of a stable solution that enables these interactions in a privacy-preserving way.

Our proposal refers to such a scenario and presents a solution in this setting. In its design we also

take the most recent developments on IoT research into account. It has been proved that, currently,

due to the number of involved objects, their smartness and social interaction capabilities, as well

as the possibility that each portion of the object network may desire to hide part or most of data

exchanged inside it, it is more realistic to model an IoT scenario as a set of connected networks,

instead of only a unique network of objects [5]. The usage of a multi-network representation of our

scenario is a key point in our proposal. Indeed, (i) each identified group corresponds to a network of

the system; (ii) each object can be modeled by means of a node; (iii) relationships between objects

of the same group can be represented by means of arcs inside the corresponding networks (they are
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called inner arcs); (iv) relationships between objects of different groups are modeled as arcs linking

nodes of different networks (they are called cross-arcs). The possibility to have a direct, natural and

immediate multi-network representation of our scenario allows for an easy mapping with properties,

operations and concepts of multi-network contexts [19, 20, 21]. Thanks to this fact, in our analyses,

we can benefit from the wide variety of results found for multi-network systems in the past literature.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we examine related literature. In Section 3,

we describe the proposed model in detail, whereas in Section 4, we illustrate our privacy-preserving

object grouping scheme. In Section 5, we describe our security model. In Section 6, we propose a

discussion about the peculiarities of our approach. Finally, in Section 7, we draw our conclusions and

have a look at possible future developments of our research efforts.

2 Related Work

Like all the areas of networked computing, the IoT presents particular challenges to security and

privacy, due to the interconnected nature of the Internet. It means that Internet resources can be

attacked from everywhere at every moment. The threats that can affect IoT entities are numerous, such

as attacks targeting communication channels, physical threats, denial of service, identity fabrication,

and so on [22]. This has led several researchers to develop countermeasures for addressing security

and privacy issues specific to the IoT [23, 13, 24, 14, 25]. In particular, in [23], the authors present

an overview of security principles, as well as of technological and security challenges; then, they

propose countermeasures for securing the IoT. One of the main challenges in this research field is that

proposed solutions must cope with the restrictions and limitations in terms of components, devices,

computational and power resources characterizing the IoT [26]. On the one hand, the pervasive nature

of this technology provides its users with more opportunities to enhance their interactions and to have

access to advanced features fostering the creation and consolidation of social relationships. However,

on the other hand, it poses new severe technical challenges [27, 28, 29, 30].

Many researchers have adopted Blockchain based strategies to overcome resource availability in

the IoT and to propose solutions to privacy and security issues [16, 31, 32, 33]. Specifically, in [16], the

authors propose an approach using Blockchain to build a decentralized security and privacy-preserving

model. This approach has been thought for smart-home scenarios, in which there is the possibility

of having a dedicated high-resource device playing the role of miner. The approach described in [31],

instead, uses Blockchain to build a network of gateways, to which smart objects can connect. In this

way, even though older devices can be not equipped with resources necessary to implement security and

privacy-preserving protocols, they can communicate through the gateway network to overcome their

limitations. A further step towards the protection of privacy in the IoT is described in [32]. Here, the

authors address data confidentiality in the IoT by combining Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) with

Blockchain to achieve integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality in IoT communications. Another

interesting idea in this context is the one described in [33], in which an approach to build SVM models

using data from the IoT, but preserving user privacy, is provided. To reach its goal, this approach uses

a Blockchain-based solution in which data collected by smart sensors are first encrypted by means

of a homomorphic cryptosystem. Then, each sensor shares encrypted data by using Blockchain as

distributed public ledger. Finally, a modified SVM algorithm working on encrypted data is adopted
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to train a classifier using such data.

Still in the context of data protection in the IoT, many researchers propose applications leveraging

Fog Computing. For instance, in [15], the authors describe an approach to protect privacy of users

when data aggregation strategies leveraging Fog Computing delegation are adopted. The peculiarity

of this approach, with respect to other well known solutions, such as those described in [34] and [35],

relies on the capability of aggregating data from heterogeneous smart devices in a privacy-preserving

way. The importance of investigating privacy and security issues when delegating IoT services over

Fog Computing solutions is discussed in [36] and [37]. Both these papers provide evidence of the

high-impact issues brought about by the adoption of Fog Computing to improve IoT operability.

Other works focus on data confidentiality, i.e., on the objective that data is secure and available

only to authorized users. In [13], the authors present an architecture for the IoT security, caring that

sensors do not reveal collected data to neighboring nodes. They assure data confidentiality through

encryption technologies, which prevent data stealing threats. Furthermore, the authors of [14] focus

on how data will be managed, stating that, to ensure protection throughout the process, there must

be policies on how to manage several kinds of data, as well as some policy-enforcement mechanisms.

Even though our approach shares some common aspects with the proposals described above, its

objective is different. Indeed, most of the approaches above aim at protecting data and at avoiding

unauthorized access to it. To carry out this task, they operate on the communication channel among

objects; some of them also provide facilities to perform privacy-aware data aggregation. Our proposal

can be considered as an application on top of existing and consolidated strategies to obtain security and

confidentiality in the physical communication channel among objects. Indeed, it focuses on a scenario

in which objects directly advertise their capabilities and features (by using existing technologies to

interact with other objects in a secure way) to foster the creation of new links in the network. Feature

advertising is very common in networking as it is used by the network administrator to detect services

running on a device, along with the corresponding versions. This strategy can be also investigated to

improve the IoT by means of UPnP scans, through which objects can exchange their descriptions as

a response to an HTTP request in an XML document, or by means of Banner Grabbing [38].

Feature description has been adopted in some application scenarios to improve the use of the IoT

by exploiting the social-side of this network, in such a way as to filter contents and contacts, thus

evolving towards the concept of opportunistic IoT [39] and, therefore, to classify objects data and

information for improving their interactions [40]. Also for these approaches, the knowledge of the

features and the kind of information that an object can produce is a very important aspect and has

been used in different applications, such as service discovery in the IoT [41].

The importance of protecting privacy in the IoT has been highlighted by numerous proposals

[42, 43, 44]. In particular, the authors of [42] illustrate a new approach to private authentication and

service discovery in the IoT. This approach ensures the mutual privacy for both the device delivering

the service and the one exploiting it. It can also guarantee that the service is authentic (unforgeable

service). In [43], the author proposes a solution to the problem of privacy-preserving service discovery

and access control. This strategy is, then, successfully deployed in a smart-home scenario. Another

interesting evaluation of the privacy and security flaws, when enabling distributed service discovery

in the IoT, is presented in [44].

While all these approaches strive to protect the identity of both the object offering a service and
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IoT Internet of Things SIoT Social Internet of Things

MIE Multiple IoT Environment MIoT Multiple Internets of Things

ni the ith node Pi the profile of ni

φi the set of the features exposed by ni Gk the kth group

mink the minimum number of nodes of Gk maxk the maximum number of nodes of Gk

ϕ a feature NSk the set of the nodes of Gk

NSP
k the set of the nodes permanently associated with Gk NST

k the set of the nodes temporarily assigned to Gk

Φk the set of the features exposed by Gk WZ the Welcome Zone

M a MIoT N the set of the nodes of M
A the set of the arcs of M AI the set of the i-arcs of M
AC the set of the c-arcs of M I the kth IoT of M corresponding to the group Gk

I the IoT of M corresponding to the Welcome Zone Gk a graph representing Ik

Nk the set of the nodes of Gk Ak the set of the arcs of Gk

σc the score of the node nc πc the priority of the node nc

τc the time elapsed since nc participated to its current graph ic the importance of nc

Table 1: The main abbreviations used throughout this paper

the one receiving it, our approach aims at protecting the users of smart devices from attacks to their

privacy based on the knowledge of the features of their interconnected devices. In fact, as explained

in the Introduction, the knowledge about the scope of an object can be easily associated with a

particular habit, behavior or status of a user. This is an important application-level privacy flaw that

must be considered and faced, and, to the best of our knowledge, our approach is a first attempt in

this direction.

3 The proposed model

In this section, we illustrate the model that we adopt to represent and handle the actors operating in

our approach. In order to increase the readability of this section and of the next ones, in Table 1, we

report the main abbreviations used throughout this paper.

Our model uses the following main concepts:

• Node. It represents a smart object and has associated a profile, which allows its interaction with

other nodes in an anonymous way. The profile of a node consists of an identifier, which does

not report information about the specific features of the object (in such a way as to guarantee

anonymity), and of the set of the features provided by the group it belongs to. A node has also

associated the information necessary for the communication with other nodes (such as the MAC

address, the IP address, etc.).

Throughout this paper, we will use the symbols ni to denote a node and φi to indicate the set

of features exposed by it.

Furthermore, since there is a biunivocal correspondence between a smart object and the corre-

sponding node, in the following, we will use these two terms interchangeably.

• Group. It is a set of smart objects characterized by heterogeneous features to comply with the

principle of t-closeness. A group has a minimum and a maximum number of nodes. In the

following, we will use the symbols:

– Gk, to denote the kth group;

– mink and maxk, to represent the minimum and the maximum number of nodes of Gk;
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– NSk, to indicate the set of the nodes of Gk;

– Φk, to denote the set of the features exposed by Gk.

In turn, NSk consists of two subsets, namely:

– NSPk , i.e., the set of the nodes permanently associated with Gk;

– NSTk , i.e., the set of the nodes temporarily assigned to Gk.

• Welcome Zone (hereafter, WZ). It is a staging area where nodes are put during their startup

phase, when they require to join our system. It can be seen as a special group of nodes, without

any associated label. Furthermore, it contains a reference to all the other groups operating in

our system.

• MIoT (Multi-IoT). It represents the environment where smart objects operate and through

which they exchange messages. From a physical viewpoint, a MIoT consists of a network of

smart objects that can communicate with each other either directly (if there exists a direct link

between them) or indirectly (if there is the need to pass through other intermediate nodes). The

network handles two basic kinds of communication, namely:

– Point-to-point: it consists of a private message between two nodes of the MIoT that cannot

be accessed by any other node.

– Broadcast: it consists of a public message delivered inside a group or inside the Welcome

Zone that can be seen by all the corresponding nodes.

From a logical viewpoint, according to the model proposed in [5], a MIoT can be modeled as a

set of Internets of Things (hereafter, IoTs):

M = {I1, I2, · · · , Im, I} = {I1, I2, · · · , Im, Im+1}

Here, each IoT Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, corresponds to a group, whereas I = Im+1 corresponds to the

Welcome Zone. A graph Gk = 〈Nk, Ak〉, 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1, can be associated with each IoT of M.

In this case:

– Nk is the set of the nodes of Gk; there exists a node ni for each smart object associated

with Gk.

– Ak is the set of the arcs of Gk. Our model assumes that there always exists an arc between

two nodes of the same group or between two nodes of the Welcome Zone.

Finally:

M = 〈N,A〉

Here:
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– N =
⋃m+1
k=1 Nk;

– A = AI ∪AC , where AI =
⋃m+1
k=1 Ak and AC = {(njk , nql)|njk ∈ Nk, nql ∈ Nl, k 6= l}.

AI is the set of the inner arcs (hereafter, i-arcs) of M; they link nodes belonging to the same

group. AC is the set of cross arcs (hereafter, c-arcs) ofM; they link nodes belonging to different

groups and play an important role in our privacy-preserving protocol, as will be clear in the

following. A node connected to at least one c-arc is called c-node; otherwise, it is called i-node.

Actually, in our model, we can distinguish two main categories of c-nodes. The former refers

to nodes that temporarily belong to a group Gk; indeed, just because they are not permanently

assigned to Gk, they still continue to belong also to WZ1. The latter, instead, comprises nodes

that have c-arcs towards nodes belonging to other groups.

As a final point, we observe that, while i-arcs are automatically built by our system once a group

is formed, c-arcs are created by nodes temporarily assigned to a group and still present in WZ or

by nodes interacting with each other in the underlying network by using the classical strategies

defined in the IoT literature, such as node proximity or node homogeneity [45].

4 The proposed privacy-preserving object grouping scheme

In this section, we illustrate our object grouping scheme. In particular, in Subsection 4.1, we provide

a general overview of the behavior of our scheme. In Subsection 4.2, we describe the node-level

operations, whereas, in Subsection 4.3, we present the group-level ones. Finally, in Subsection 4.4, we

illustrate the information delivery protocol.

4.1 General overview of the proposed scheme

As stated in the Introduction, the objective of our approach is to protect the privacy of the users

of smart objects in a MIoT when feature advertising guides object interactions. As explained in the

Introduction, to prevent privacy leakage, our approach borrows some concepts, namely k-anonymity

[11] and t-closeness [12], from databases.

In our scenario, we implement these notions by creating groups of objects so that each object can

participate to the MIoT by using the features of its group as a business card. Intuitively, if, inside a

group, objects can interact with each other, any of them can be a mean to reach the content available

therein. As a consequence, if all the communications happening inside the group are made anonymous,

observers cannot know which nodes of the group can provide content related to a specific feature.

Our scheme consists of two main operation categories, namely Node-level operations and Group-

level operations. The former includes the two fundamental actions that a single smart object (i.e., a

node in our model) can perform inside the MIoT, namely join and leave. The latter refers to operations

performed by all the nodes of a group to preserve the MIoT liveness. In more details, it consists of

the following actions: Formation of a group, Remediation of a group and Resize of a group.

As depicted in Figure 1, each node can enter our system by means of a join operation. Our system is

equipped with a staging area, i.e., the Welcome Zone, in which nodes are welcomed. Nodes joining WZ

1Recall that, in our approach, WZ is modelled as an IoT of M.
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send hello messages to advise other nodes of their presence in WZ. When a sufficient number of nodes

is available in WZ, smart objects exchange messages about their features through the information

delivery protocol proposed in Section 4.4. This was designed to guarantee the anonymity of the source

of each available feature. WZ is just a transitory area and, hence, the next step is the creation of

groups. A group can be formed if, in WZ, objects and their features comply with specific criteria.

These are defined by taking both the k-anonymity and the t-closeness paradigms into account.

Figure 1: Overview of our approach

Over time, new nodes can register to the system and join (even temporarily) existing groups or take

part to the formation of new ones. Furthermore, a node can leave its current group and, eventually,

the system. Once again, objects use protocol messages to communicate their intentions (e.g., leaving

the current group); in this case, group-level operations (such as the remediation and the resize of a

group) are triggered in response to them. These last operations have been conceived to manage the

variation of the number of nodes inside groups over time.

As a final aspect, since rising messages with specific features as a subject can also lead to a privacy

leakage, our approach provides a querying mechanism allowing for a privacy-preserving retrieval of

information in such a complex system. It basically consists of two kinds of message, namely Intra-group

Query and Extra-group Query, and of a communication protocol. Nodes can retrieve information from

their group or from the MIoT network. The former task is achieved by using intra-group messages;

the latter, instead, adopts special extra-group messages.

It is worth mentioning that group formation is only based on the arrival order of the nodes in

WZ. Of course, this implies that a group can potentially contain heterogeneous nodes. However, as
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will be clarified in Section 4.3.1, due to the requirements of our privacy model, the nodes of a group

share a consistent number of features. Anyway, the node homogeneity requirement is not crucial in

our context; in fact, our objective is different and regards the creation of relatively small blurred

clouds of nodes to protect the features exposed by each of them. From a technical point of view, the

connections among nodes are handled by the MIoT, which provides the basic networking functionalities

(private point-to-point communication and broadcast messages). Whenever a node joins the system,

it actually registers its connectivity information (MAC address, IP address, etc.) to the MIoT. An

important point is that, as we want to map each node to the features exposed in the whole group, we

need to guarantee the possibility for nodes to directly interact with each other inside the group itself.

For this reason, we impose the full connectivity of the nodes inside each group. Once again, all the

communications (and, hence, the use of the corresponding connection links) is handled by the MIoT.

As a final point, group formation is the strategy adopted to implement our privacy model. However,

we also preserve the original nature of an IoT by guaranteeing that nodes can still get in touch and

interact according to existing strategies and links [18, 46, 47]. Indeed, as explained below, our solution

also includes extra-group communication among nodes. Therefore, if two nodes are in proximity and,

according to [18], a link can be established between them, two situations may happen, namely: (i)

they belong to the same group and, hence, no further operation is necessary; (ii) they belong to

different groups, in which case a c-arc will be created between them in such a way as to allow their

(extra-group) communication.

In the next subsections, we provide a complete description of our protocol by examining node-level

operations, group-level operations, and the delivery protocol in details.

4.2 Node-level operations

Node-level operations specify the tasks that a single node can perform in a MIoT. There are basically

two operations, namely join and leave. We describe them in the next subsections.

4.2.1 Join of a node

A join operation is performed when a node ni requires to join WZ or a group Gk of the MIoT.

In the former case, ni sends a “hello message” (see Section 4.4.1) to the other nodes of WZ.

These last answer it by specifying the number ε of the nodes that already joined WZ without having

communicated their features yet. As a matter of fact, in order to preserve the k-anonymity property,

it is necessary that at least k new nodes simultaneously communicate their features. To reach this

objective, ε is increased whenever a node joins WZ. When ε ≥ k, all the nodes in WZ communicate

their features and ε is set to 0.

In case ni joins a group Gk, it is necessary to distinguish two further subcases, namely permanent

and temporary joins. The former represents the main form of membership of a node to a group; it is a

stable situation in which the node can stay in the group and can participate to all the tasks involving

the members of the group without time limitation, and, therefore, until a group no longer exists or

the node spontaneously decides to leave the group. The latter, instead, has been conceived to face

anomalous situations in which the conditions for the formation of new groups are not satisfied for a

long time interval (this generally happens when there is a lack of a sufficient number of new nodes,
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see Section 4.3.1). In this case, the objects waiting in WZ are temporarily joined to existing groups

if the features exposed by them make it possible. In this case, nodes can join groups but with some

limitations (mainly related to the features they expose) until new groups tailored to their features can

be built (see Section 4.3.2 for details about this operation).

In case of a permanent join, ni communicates the change of its state to the nodes of WZ so that

they can remove it from their lists of contacts. In case of a temporary join, ni simultaneously belongs

to Gk and WZ. Indeed, in this last case, it still interacts with the nodes of WZ in order to create new

groups or to participate to the remediation or to the resize tasks involving already existing groups

(see Section 4.1). As a consequence, as pointed out in Section 3, in this case, ni acts as a c-node.

4.2.2 Leave of a node

A leave operation is performed when a node ni requires to leave WZ or a group Gk of the MIoT. In

the former case, it is sufficient that ni informs the other nodes of WZ so that they will remove the

arcs linking them to ni. In the latter case, ni must inform the nodes of both Gk and WZ, which will

remove all the arcs linking them to it.

After this task, if ni is an i-node the process terminates. Instead, if it is a c-node, it is necessary

to handle the arcs between it and the nodes of the other groups of the MIoT.

For each arc between ni and a node nl of another group Gq, two cases might happen:

• the arc is recent and has been rarely used ; in this case, it can be removed;

• the arc is old and has been frequently used ; in this case, it should be “inherited” by another node

of Gk.

To distinguish these two cases, it is possible to introduce a parameter ρ measuring the relevance

of an arc. ρ is defined as ρ = ν
λ , where ν is the number of times in which the arc was used for a

communication, whereas λ is the lifetime of the arc. If ρ is less than a threshold thρ, the arc can be

removed; otherwise, it must be “inherited” by another node of Gk.

In this latter case, it is necessary to select the node that inherits the arc. For this purpose, first

the set CSetk of the candidate nodes of Gk is determined. This set comprises all the c-nodes of Gk
different from ni. Then, each node nc of CSetk must compute a score σc, which takes into account both

its priority πc and the compatibility σc between its features and the ones of Gq. Formally speaking:

σc = ω · πc + (1− ω) · J(φc,Φq)

Here, ω is a weight, belonging to the real interval [0, 1], used to weigh the importance of priority

against compatibility.

The priority πc of nc is a real number that takes into account the time τc elapsed since nc partici-

pated to Gk and the importance ιc of nc in the MIoT:

πc = τc · ιc
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The value of ιc belongs to the real interval [0, 1] and is determined by the human expert in a friendly

fashion. For instance, a device measuring a vital parameter (e.g., the heartbeat or the blood glucose)

is generally more important than one measuring the brightness. The policy above tends to assign the

arcs to the nodes with a higher priority; it aims at minimizing the probability of new re-assignments

of the same arc in the future. Indeed, since the priority of a node is computed as a combination of

both the time elapsed from the moment it joined Gk and its importance (in terms of offered features),

a node with a high priority is less probable to leave Gk.

J is the Jaccard coefficient between the features of nc and the ones exposed by the group Gq,

which nl belongs to. We recall that the Jaccard coefficient measures the similarity between two sets

and returns a value in the real interval [0, 1]; the higher this value the higher the similarity [48].

The competition to inherit the arc is initialized by the leaving node. After all the candidate

nodes of Gk have determined their score, they anonymously communicate it by using the anonymous

broadcast communication of the information delivery protocol described in Section 4.4. Hence, the

node with the highest score will be selected to inherit the arc left by ni. It will inherit this arc in an

anonymous way. When this happens, the value of ν, and consequently of ρ, for this arc is reset.

As previously pointed out, when ni leaves Gk and the MIoT, it must also inform the nodes of

WZ. In fact, all the nodes belonging to WZ, or temporarily assigned to other groups, must know all

the changes in every group because these changes may activate resize or remediation operations that

might involve them.

4.3 Group-level operations

Group level operations indicate those operations that can be carried out by a group in a MIoT. The

possible operations are three, namely Formation, Remediation and Resize. We describe them in the

next subsections.

4.3.1 Formation of a group

The formation of a group can start when WZ has a sufficiently numerous and heterogeneous set of

nodes to activate this task and, at the same time, to guarantee the k-anonymity and the t-closeness

properties.

Each node of WZ uses the anonymous broadcast communication of our information delivery pro-

tocol (see Section 4.4) to communicate its features. A new group is formed when all the following

conditions are verified:

• The number of features currently present in WZ is higher than or equal to k, in such a way as

to satisfy the k-anonymity property.

• At least k of these features belong to equivalence classes that satisfy t-closeness. We recall that

an equivalence class satisfies t-closeness if the distance between the distribution of a sensitive

attribute in this class and the one of the same attribute in the whole data sample is lower than

or equal to a threshold t.

• Each of these features is present in at least η > k nodes.
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In other words, a new group can be formed if there are at least k features with a sufficiently

similar distribution in WZ. It is not necessary that each feature is present in the same number of

nodes; indeed, it is sufficient that it is present in at least η nodes.

Finally, a group can also have more than k features provided that the additional ones are present

in at least η nodes and the sum of their distributions is not higher than the sum of the distributions of

the first k features. This condition is justified by the fact that the k features must be characterizing

for the group, and this does not happen if there are other ones more present than them therein. As

a consequence of the previous reasoning, the number |NSP | of the permanent nodes of a new group

must be higher than or equal to k · η. There is also a threshold thmax for the maximum number of

nodes (i.e., for the maximum value of |NSP |+ |NST |) of the new group. This threshold is linked to

the performance of the routing algorithm and to the fact that the graph G corresponding to the new

group is totally connected.

A final parameter that plays a key role in the formation of a new group is the priority πc of the

candidate nodes (see Section 4.2.2). In fact, if there are two or more candidate nodes, our approach

selects the one with the highest priority.

In Figure 2, we provide a visual representation of the tasks carried out by our approach during

the formation of a new group. Here, the nodes n7..n14 in WZ have a set of features that satisfy the

conditions for the creation of a new group. Thanks to this fact, our approach can proceed with this

creation; at the end of this task, the group Groupx, which contains all the nodes n7..n14, is created.

Figure 2: Tasks carried out during the formation of a new group

4.3.2 Remediation of a group

In case the rate of arrival of new nodes in the MIoT is low, the overall dynamism of the MIoT can

be reduced, and some degenerative situations may arise, in which the nodes remain a long time in

WZ before being able to join any group. The temporary join of a node to a group has been thought

just to address this issue. As a matter of fact, each group can temporarily accept some nodes (if the

overall number of its permanent and temporary nodes is less than thmax) provided that their features

are already exposed by that group. In any case, WZ keeps track of temporary joins because, if the set

of the nodes belonging to it or temporarily assigned to a group satisfies the conditions necessary for
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the formation of a new group, this last activity is started.

However, in spite of the previous policies, it can happen that, owing to the arrival rate of new

nodes in the MIoT, there exists a node ni whose features are not exposed by any group yet, and,

therefore, incapable of participating to the MIoT’s life for a long time. To address this issue, our

approach provides the remediation operation. It can be activated if there are at least two groups

whose number of permanent and temporary nodes is less than thmax. Let Gh and Gl be two of these

groups. Remediation starts by recalling the nodes of Gh and Gl in WZ. This task aims at constructing

two new groups G′h and G′l starting from the nodes of Gh and Gl in such a way that one of the new

groups can contain ni
2.

The approach followed by the remediation plan leverages the fact that each node knows only the

nodes of its group and, in case it is a c-node, some other ones of different groups.

Now, since in a group there are k characterizing features and each feature is exposed by η nodes

(η > k), our remediation operation can guarantee that a feature exposed by the new node is “hidden”

among the ones exposed by at least (k · η) − 1 existing nodes in the corresponding group. As a

consequence, the probability that a node of this group detects the node providing the new feature

is less than 1
(k·η)−1 that, in turn, is less than 1

k . This implies that our remediation operation can

guarantee k-anonymity.

In Figure 3, we provide a visual representation of the tasks performed by our approach during the

remediation of a group. We can see that node n5 requires to join the MIoT. First, it joins the Welcome

Zone. Unfortunately, here, in spite of its arrival, there is not a sufficient number of nodes to create

a new group. However, the features of n5 allow it to temporarily join Groupx without generating a

privacy leakage. As a consequence, n5 is temporarily assigned to Groupx.

Figure 3: Tasks performed during the remediation of a group

4.3.3 Resize of a group

A group resize operation is activated after that k permanent nodes performed a leave operation in

a group. Waiting for k leave operations before carrying out this task is necessary to guarantee k-

2Clearly, it is not sure that the features of ni allow it to be a member of G′
h or G′

l. If this does not happen, ni will

remain in WZ.
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anonymity. In fact, if after each node leave operation we verify the corresponding impact on the set

of features, we could reconstruct one or more features of a node leaving the group, at least in some

cases. By contrast, waiting for k leave operations before verifying the features of a group allows our

approach to guarantee that the possible impacts can be associated with k different nodes and, then,

that k-anonymity is preserved.

When the resize of a group Gk starts, two different cases are possible, namely:

• all the features previously exposed by Gk are still present, but for at least one of them k-

anonymity is not guaranteed;

• at least one feature previously exposed by Gk is no longer present and t-closeness is not guar-

anteed; the other features may or may not guarantee k-anonymity.

If one of the previous conditions is true, it is necessary to start a group restore task. Given a

feature ϕ that does not currently guarantee k-anonymity, the resize task tries to perform one of the

following countermeasures:

• C1: if Gk contains a temporary node that exposes ϕ, then it is added to Gk as a permanent

node.

• C2: if Gk contains no node that exposes ϕ, but a suitable node is present in WZ, then it is added

to Gk as a permanent node.

• C3: if neither a temporary node in Gk nor a node in WZ exposes ϕ, but at least another group

contains a temporary node exposing this feature, then this node is added to Gk as a permanent

node. If more than one node exposing ϕ exists in the MIoT, then one with the minimum priority

is chosen to be added to Gk. This is justified by considering that priority depends on the time

a node elapsed in the group and on its importance. Removing from a group Gl a node with a

high priority (even if it has been assigned to Gl only temporarily) could imply removing from

Gl a node important for it and/or a node that spent a certain amount of time in this group.

This last condition could have led this node to construct several links and relationships that are

broken if it is forced to change its group.

Of course, the operations described above are carried out for all the features that are not currently

guaranteeing k-anonymity in such a way as to preserve node privacy. Actually, the verification of a

group Gk is performed as a challenge between nodes permanent in Gk and external nodes. Analogously

to what happens for group formation, the permanent nodes ofGk start by anonymously communicating

their features to WZ. The other nodes that are listening to WZ (i.e., those nodes not assigned to a

group yet, or those nodes temporarily assigned to a group) participate to the challenge by adding their

features (still leveraging the anonymous broadcast) until Gk satisfies the privacy requirements again.

By following the algorithm above, in the resize of Gk, its temporary nodes are preferred to the

free nodes of WZ that, in turn, are preferred to the temporary nodes of other groups. Each node

independently estimates its contribution to Gk; in this task, it considers the priority of its category

as a key aspect. Finally, if more suitable nodes exist in the same category, a priority-based approach,

similar to the one discussed in Section 4.2.2, is adopted to select the one to be added to Gk.
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This task terminates when:

• Gk exposes a set of features that guarantees both k-anonymity and t-closeness;

• Gk is in one of the two cases that do not guarantee k-anonymity and/or t-closeness and there

exists at least one feature of Gk for which no countermeasure can be applied.

In the former case, Gk is restored, whereas, in the latter case, it must be dissolved, and the

corresponding nodes must be re-assigned to WZ. Observe that these nodes will remain in WZ only

until either Gk can be fully restored or they can join (even temporarily) another group Gl, such

that the set Φint = Φk ∩ Φl contains at least k features that belong to equivalence classes satisfying

t-closeness.

In Figure 4, we provide a visual representation of the tasks performed by our approach during the

resize of a group. We can see that nodes n7, n8, n10, n11 and n13 of Groupx decided to leave the

MIoT. After these dropouts, the nodes remaining in Groupx (i.e., n9, n12 and n14) are not sufficient

to guarantee privacy conditions. If, in WZ, there is a sufficiently numerous set of nodes having the

features necessary to guarantee privacy in Groupx (as nodes n1, n2, n3, n4 and n16 in Case A of the

figure), then Groupx remains alive and these nodes join it. Instead, if the previous condition is not

satisfied, then Groupx is dissolved and the remaining nodes inside it (i.e., n9, n12 and n14) are put in

WZ, at disposal for the next operations of group formations (it corresponds to Case B in Figure 4).

4.4 Information delivery protocol

Our information delivery protocol is based on three kinds of message, namely point-to-point, broadcast

and anonymous broadcast. The first two are directly derived from the corresponding functionalities

provided by the network underlying the MIoT (see Section 3). Instead, the third is based on a

combination of the first two; it will be illustrated below.

The objective of anonymous broadcast is the implementation of a mechanism to anonymously

deliver a message to all the nodes of a group or of WZ. Actually, anonymous broadcast can be seen as

a hybrid approach consisting of a preliminary set of point-to-point exchanges of the message to deliver,

handled in a way analogous to what happens in mix-net networks [49, 50], followed by a broadcast

delivery of the same message.

There are several techniques to implement this strategy (see, for instance, [49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,

56]). A naive (but, at the same time, efficient and effective) way of proceeding is as follows. When a

node ni receives a message m, it forwards m to another node nj with a given probability p by using the

point-to-point mode. Instead, with a probability equal to 1 − p, it forwards m in broadcast mode to

all the nodes of its group (or to WZ). The value of p must be chosen to guarantee a trade-off between

the need to quickly deliver m to all the nodes of the group (in such a way as to avoid that m becomes

obsolete) and the need to preserve privacy. When m is received in broadcast mode by a node ni of a

group, if ni has arcs towards nodes of other groups that expose features characterizing m, it can use

these arcs to deliver m to the corresponding groups in a point-to-point mode.

After having illustrated the three possible message modes, we now examine the possible message

types provided by our information delivery protocol. They can be grouped in three categories, namely

join, leave and query. We illustrate all of them in the following subsections.
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Figure 4: Tasks performed during the resize of a group

4.4.1 Join Messages

The messages belonging to this category are the following:

• WZ Hello. This message has the form 〈‘Hello’, ‘WZ’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a node n

to WZ when n requires to join the MIoT.

• WZ Answer. This message has the form 〈‘Welcome’, ε+ 1〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by WZ

as an answer to the corresponding WZ Hello message previously sent by a new node n to WZ.

ε+ 1 is an integer denoting the number of nodes (including n) present in WZ after the join of n.

• Temporary Hello. This message has the form 〈‘Hello’, ‘T’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a

node n to a group G when n requires to temporarily join G.

• Permanent Hello. This message has the form 〈‘Hello’, ‘P’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a

node n to a group G when n requires to permanently join G.

• Feature Set. This message has the form 〈‘Feature Set’, φ〉. It is sent in anonymous broadcast

mode by a node n to the nodes of WZ. φ denotes the set of the features exposed by n. In order
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to preserve the privacy of n, this message can be sent when at least ε ≥ η nodes are present in

WZ. It represents the first step for the formation of a group.

4.4.2 Leave Messages

The messages belonging to this category are the following:

• Temporary Leave. This message has the form 〈‘Bye’, ‘T’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a node

n, which has been temporarily assigned to a group G, when it decides to leave G. When this

happens, n is assigned to WZ.

• Permanent Leave. This message has the form 〈‘Bye’, ‘P’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a

node n, which has been permanently assigned to a group G, when it decides to leave G. When

this happens, n is assigned to WZ.

• WZ Leave. This message has the form 〈‘Bye’, ‘WZ’〉. It is sent in broadcast mode by a node n,

which is assigned to WZ, when n decides to leave WZ and, consequently, the MIoT.

• Score Communication. This message has the form 〈‘Score’, ‘Sc’〉. It is an anonymous broadcast

message sent by each node during a challenge for selecting a candidate to participate to a group

or to inherit an arc (see Section 4.2.2).

4.4.3 Query Messages

The messages belonging to this category are used by a node when it requires a certain feature. They

are the following:

• Intra-group Query. This message has the form 〈‘Intra Query’, 〈content〉, ϕ〉. Here, 〈content〉3

denotes the message payload, whereas ϕ represents the feature the message refers to. It is

delivered in anonymous broadcast mode by a node n to the nodes of its group G.

• Extra-group Query. This message has the form 〈‘Extra Query’, 〈content〉, ϕ〉. Here, 〈content〉
denotes the message payload, whereas ϕ represents the feature the message refers to. It is

delivered in anonymous broadcast mode by a node n to the nodes of its group G. If G contains

any c-node toward another group G′, whose features match those in ϕ, then the c-node delivers

the message to its contact in G′. However, if, in turn, G′ has c-nodes, the message is not further

delivered to other groups. This choice has been made to avoid the traffic overloading in the

network underlying the MIoT.

5 Security Model

In this section, we describe our security model (Subsection 5.1) and analyze the corresponding prop-

erties (Subsection 5.2).

3Observe that no constraint is put on the content to handle, in such a way as to guarantee data confidentiality and

integrity.
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5.1 Attack Model

As a preliminary assumption, we consider a realistic situation in which a sufficient number of nodes

is available so that our approach can be implemented successfully. Therefore, we will not consider

anomalous situations, in which the number of the nodes available in the system is less than the

minimum number necessary to guarantee, at least in principle, privacy (i.e., k · η).

Furthermore, our approach focuses on the protection of node information and does not deal with

attacks on the protocol, such as sinkhole or DoS attacks [57, 58]. Indeed, these threats are common

for most of the communication protocols and the strategies for preventing them are orthogonal to our

proposal. In our case, it is possible to adopt any of these strategies, such as the ones presented in

[59, 60, 61], in such a way as to make our approach robust also to these kinds of attack.

Given this basic assumption, we now identify the security properties of our approach. They are:

• SP1 - The definition of the groups’ features ensures the privacy of nodes.

• SP2 - A trade-off between privacy requirement and network performance can be found.

• SP3 - Our approach is resistant to attacks exploiting group resize operation.

• SP4 - Our approach is resistant to timing attacks exploiting cross-feature interview.

• SP5 - The jeopardizing of the routing protocol does not have impact on the privacy of nodes.

• SP6 - Our anonymous broadcast delivery protocol is resistant to classical attacks (e.g., the timing

and the routing ones).

• SP7 - Our approach is resistant to attacks based on historical data concerning join and leave

operations.

In the analysis of the security properties described above we will consider the following assumptions:

• A1 - An attacker cannot control a whole group of nodes.

• A2 - The underlying network provider is not interested in violating node privacy.

• A3 - The basic features delivered by the MIoT system (point-to-point communication, etc.) are

robust to attacks.

• A4 - All the features considered in our approach are not related to geographic positions.

• A5 - At most t nodes can collude to break the security properties of our protocol.

• A6 - The attacker has no additional knowledge derived from any direct physical access to nodes.

In the following, we will investigate the security properties mentioned above. To perform this

analysis, we needed a reference scenario. To model it, and to test our approach, we constructed a

prototype. Furthermore, as real MIoTs with the size and the variety handled by our model do not

exist yet, we constructed a MIoT simulator.
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To make “concrete” and “plausible” the simulated MIoTs, we had the necessity that our simulator

was capable of returning MIoTs having the characteristics specified by the user and being as close as

possible to real-world scenarios. In the simulator design, and in the next construction of the MIoTs

to use for the experiments, we followed the ideas expressed in [18, 46, 47], in which the authors

highlight that one of the main factors used to build links in an IoT is node proximity. In order

to reproduce the creation of links among objects, we decided to leverage information about real-life

paths in a city. In fact, having this information at disposal, we may associate each path with an

object and link two objects if their paths have been near enough for a sufficient time period. As for

a dataset containing real-life paths in a city, we selected the one reported in http://www.geolink.

pt/ecmlpkdd2015-challenge/dataset.html. It regards taxi routes in the city of Porto from July

1st 2013 to June 30th 2014. Each route contains several Points of Interests corresponding to the

GPS coordinates of the vehicle. As said above, our simulator associates an object with a given route

recorded in the dataset. Furthermore, it creates an arc between two nodes if the distance between the

corresponding routes is less than a certain threshold thd for a predefined time interval tht. The value

of thd and tht can be specified through the constructor interface. Clearly, the higher this value the

more connected the constructed IoT. The interested reader can find the IoTs created in this phase at

the address http://daisy.dii.univpm.it/miot/datasets/privacy.

As for the MIoT construction, since group creation depends on the sequence of subscriptions of

the nodes to our system (which, for the sake of simplicity, can be assumed as random) and on their

features, we reproduced it by simulations, as will be clear in the following. In defining the distribution

of the features among the nodes, we leveraged scientific literature and used the corresponding results

to properly tune our simulator. In particular, we adopted the values reported in [62].

Some statistics about our dataset are reported in Table 2.

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 1000

Number of relationships 6860

Mean outdegree 6.995

Mean indegree 7.002

Number of distinct features 20

Maximum number of features for an equivalence class 10

Maximum number of features for a node 3

Table 2: Parameter values for our simulator

5.2 Security Analysis

In this section, we focus on each of the security properties introduced above and analyze if and how

our approach can guarantee them.

5.2.1 SP1 - The definition of the groups’ features ensures the privacy of nodes

This property is fundamental in our approach because it guarantees that, inside a group, nodes are

protected against attacks to their privacy. Our approach uses a combination of k-anonymity and

t-closeness to ensure this property. Indeed, k-anonymity alone fails because, in real life, features are

not uniformly distributed among smart objects. Therefore, when being in proximity of a node, an
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attacker may take advantage of the probability distribution function to perform a statistical attack

and to improve the guessing probability.

For this reason, when selecting the k features that characterize a new group, our algorithm takes

their distributions into account. In accordance to the t-closeness paradigm, the characterizing features

of a group must belong to an equivalence class when it comes to their probability distribution. This

ensures that an attacker cannot exploit the background knowledge on the popularity of features among

smart objects in such a way as to exclude the least probable ones, thus increasing the probability of

mapping a feature to an object.

Furthermore, as for group formation, our protocol exploits, once again, the notion of k-anonymity

to allow nodes to freely exchange information about features without being identified. Indeed, each

node inside WZ waits until ε > k nodes are available before adopting the anonymous broadcast

protocol to communicate its features. Now, in absence of collusion attacks, ε can be set to k. In this

way, an attacker can only observe that there are some features among those k nodes, without having

further advantages in mapping them to the right objects. Moreover, in this case, t-closeness is not

needed because the attacker is dealing with a set of k nodes each having exactly the same probability

to own the specified properties. As a final observation, in accordance to Assumptions A1 and A5, an

attacker can only control t nodes simultaneously. Therefore, to block a collusion attack, it is possible

to set ε = k + t in such a way as to preserve the k-anonymity property.

5.2.2 SP2 - A trade-off between privacy requirement and network performance can be

found

This property guarantees that it is always possible to find a configuration of the privacy parameters,

namely k and η, in such a way as to achieve the desired privacy level. Of course, the more severe

privacy requirements, the greater the impact on the network performances.

According to our protocol, a more demanding privacy requirement leads to an increase of the

group size. The communication among nodes is influenced by both the presence of groups and the

anonymous broadcast protocol, which requires the involvement of a random number of nodes inside

each group before reaching the desired destination. As a consequence, both intra-group and inter-

group communications are strongly dependent on the group size; specifically, the bigger the groups the

higher the number of involved nodes. This has two direct implications on the network performance:

(i) the overall load of the network increases; (ii) the average length of the paths among nodes grows

(leading to higher average communication delays). For this reason, a first experiment is devoted to

simulate the behavior of our system and to monitor the creation of groups.

For simulation, we considered different values of both k and η. Specifically, as for k, we selected

the range [2, 8], with a step of 1; as for η, instead, we considered a multiple of k; in particular, its

range was [k, 2k].

As a first investigation, we measured the variation of the group size against different privacy settings

(i.e., different configurations of k and η). For this purpose, we simulated a random subscription to

our system (i.e., a random arrival order in the Welcome Zone) of the 1000 nodes of the original IoT

graph considered in this experiment. We applied our algorithm for group formation and measured the

average number of nodes inside each group, as well as the average number of nodes not involved in a
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group and, hence, waiting in WZ. In this experiment, we did not consider temporary joins that can

be adopted to minimize the number of nodes not assigned (either temporarily or permanently) to any

group.

To consider different configurations of node arrivals, we repeated the experiment 250 times and

averaged the corresponding results. In Figure 5, we report the average percentage of all the nodes of

the MIoT that are present in a group against the increase of k and η. Instead, Figure 6 shows the

average percentage of all the nodes of the MIoT that remain in WZ against the increase of k and η.

Figure 5: Percentage of nodes present in a given group against the increase of k and η

By analyzing the obtained results, we can observe that the percentage of nodes in a group grows

linearly with the increase of both k and η. Interestingly, even with the most demanding privacy

requirement (i.e., k = 8 and η = 2 · k), it does not exceed 12.5% of the whole set of nodes. Of course,

as proved in [63], higher values of k do not provide additional benefits, once the desired privacy

requirement has been reached. With regard to this reasoning, we point out that there is no best

practice in the estimation of the right value of k. Typical values adopted in the literature range from

2 to 5. As for η, this is a security mechanism introduced to maintain the full operation of a group

also in presence of node leaves. However, since our approach for group resize is executed each time k

permanent nodes leave a group, to preserve its robustness, we need to have the k-anonymity property

guaranteed in the interval from the leave of the first node to the leave of the kth one (after which the

group size will be fixed by our approach). At a first analysis, we may affirm that, if η is equal to 2 · k,

no issues will arise before the resize procedure will be executed. This setting is the most preserving

one but, as a contrast, it requires a very high number of nodes for each feature. However, if we

consider a limit case in which all the leave operations involve nodes owning only one of the available

features without repetition, we could safely set η = k+ 1 to ensure the k-anonymity property and the

operability of the group during leave operations. These considerations are crucial to properly tune η.
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Figure 6: Percentage of nodes waiting in the Welcome Zone against the increase of k and η

Indeed, we can conclude that its right value should range from k + 1 to 2 · k.

As a further observation, keeping η to the minimum values strongly reduces the number of nodes

still waiting in WZ after the formation of groups. Indeed, if we set k = 4 and k < η = 1.2 · k, the

average percentage of nodes waiting in WZ after the execution of the algorithm for the formation of

groups is about 0.08%. Also the number of nodes in each group is low and equals to 2.2% of the nodes

of the original graph on average.

The second experiment aims at measuring the variation of the length of the communication paths

among nodes after the application of our privacy model. To perform this measurement, we applied the

same logic adopted in the previous experiment to simulate the formation of groups, but we preserved

the original links in the graph built from our dataset for inter-group connections. Observe that this

choice is compliant to what should happen in a real life scenario because inter-group connections rise

in accordance to proximity events among nodes belonging to different groups, which is exactly how

links have been established in the original IoT graph. Now, given a pair of nodes (ni, nj) such that

ni ∈ Gi, nj ∈ Gj , Gi 6= Gj and there exists a path from ni to nj in the original graph, Figure 7 reports

the ratio of the length of the path between ni and nj in our system to the length of the path between

the same nodes in the original graph. We call “Cost of the Protocol” (hereafter, CoP) this parameter.

The values reported in this figure are averaged on 1000 pairs of nodes satisfying the requirements

above.

The obtained results show that, if we keep k ≤ 4 and η = 1.2 · k, CoP reaches a maximum value

of 1.263, meaning that the length of the path among the pairs of nodes obtained by applying our

approach increases to a maximum of about 26% with respect to the length of the original path.
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Figure 7: Value of CoP against the increase of k and η

5.2.3 SP3 - Our approach is resistant to attacks exploiting group resize operation

The objective of this property is protecting our system from attacks based on the observations of

resize operations. Indeed, during each resize operation, the structure of groups may change in terms

of both the number of involved nodes and, possibly, the number of available features. An attacker

can evaluate the features proposed by a group by either interacting in proximity with a node of that

group or by being a member of the group itself.

Our approach adopts two countermeasures to this kind of attack. The former consists of forcing the

resize algorithm in such a way that it can be activated only when k leave operations have been recorded.

Due to Assumption A1, the attacker cannot control a group and, hence, cannot control which nodes

leave the system and when it happens. Moreover, as a further security measure, we require that, for

each feature, there are at least η nodes owning it. The combination of these countermeasures inhibits

the attacker from detecting which feature was owned by the leaving nodes (the probability of guessing

it will be still the same as the one of guessing the features of any other node in the group). In this

way, our approach prevents the attacker from being able to detect a reduction of the number of the

available features included in the group.

5.2.4 SP4 - Our approach is resistant to timing attacks exploiting cross-feature interview

A common attack typical of scenarios similar to the one proposed in this paper is based on the

statistical observation of the response time of nodes to external events. In our case, this attack can

be executed by querying a node about information related to a predefined set of features and by
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comparing response times. Fast answers can be associated with features owned by the node, whereas

slow answers (or empty ones) can be mapped to features owned by other nodes of the same group

that the attacked node must contact to provide its answer.

To prevent this kind of attack, each node adopts a pattern recognition algorithm and enters a

protection mode each time it recognizes a suspect querying pattern. Basically, whenever a target node

receives a suspect sequence of consecutive cross-feature queries from a source node, say na, it starts

by adding a random delay in its answers to na. This delay ranges from 0 to the maximum answering

time detected by it in any previous communications4. Furthermore, if the node is not able to answer

two consecutive cross-feature queries, it will stop answering any next query from na for a certain time

interval.

These two countermeasures, when combined with Assumption A4, prevent the attacker from gain-

ing advantages by maliciously interviewing any node of our system. Indeed, Assumption A4 states

that the attacker cannot leverage information about specific geographic positions (for instance, to

isolate a small set of devices) when she formulates her queries. Without this assumption, an attacker

can construct, and then submit, queries whose answer can be provided only by devices located in a

specific geographic position. Of course, this is a local attack that, in order to have success, requires

a contemporary physical attack allowing the malicious user to isolate a small set of devices to detect

the features owned by them. For this reason, we have assumed that geolocalized features are out of

the scope of this paper.

5.2.5 SP5 - The jeopardizing of the routing protocol does not have impact on the privacy

of nodes

This property guarantees that an attacker cannot gather information about the properties of nodes by

tampering the communication protocol. Indeed, she can try to force any communication of a group

to pass through it. Although this cannot be achieved for intra-group communications, because the

corresponding path is randomly chosen by the nodes inside a group, it can be tried for inter-group

communications. Indeed, an attacker may tamper the protocol during the leave of nodes and may

promote itself as the node with the highest score, in such a way as to inherit all the arcs towards

other groups. This is a variant of the sinkhole attack. The result is that the group will be potentially

isolated and its nodes cannot use external arcs without involving the attacker.

Of course, this is an unwanted situation, which can cause issues to the communication protocol.

However, no harm is done to nodes’ privacy, as each node will still continue to communicate with each

other leveraging the anonymous delivery protocol described in Section 4.4. Therefore, even though the

attacker may force itself in the middle of all the communications towards external groups, it cannot

reveal any information about the nodes being the sources of these communications.

As stated above, our approach does not directly deal with sinkhole attacks when it comes to

damages to the communication protocol. Actually, the adoption of well-known countermeasures for

these attacks proposed in the scientific literature (such as the ones described in [59, 60, 61]) can help

preventing them.

4Observe that no countermeasure is adopted in case of consecutive queries referring to the same feature. Indeed, in

this case, it can be assumed as a normal interaction between two nodes.
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5.2.6 SP6 - Our anonymous broadcast delivery protocol is resistant to classical attacks

This property aims at guaranteeing the robustness of the anonymous broadcast delivery protocol

described in Section 4.4. First, observe that, thanks to Assumption A3, the basic communication

functionalities, such as the private point-to-point communication mechanism among nodes, are as-

sumed to be robust against attacks. Therefore, the anonymous delivery protocol can be built on

top of these basic features by directly adapting any anonymous broadcast communication protocol

proposed in the scientific literature, whose security has been already proved [49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56].

Having said these premises, let us consider the naive method to address this goal already described

in Section 4.4. To achieve an anonymous broadcast delivery, this approach leverages a random se-

quence of private point-to-point messages among nodes to obfuscate the source of a message before

broadcasting it. This strategy somehow resembles the one adopted in mix-net solutions, whose secu-

rity level and possible flaws are investigated in [49]. However, because of its simplicity, this approach

can be effective and efficient in low-severity scenarios, in which more advanced solutions, like the ones

mentioned above, are not necessary.

Due to Assumption A3, an attacker cannot have access to point-to-point messages exchanged

between generic pairs of nodes. To guess the original source, it can only observe broadcast messages

and the point-to-point ones sent to it. As each node sends a message to another one in a point-to-point

fashion with a probability p and the same message in broadcast with a probability 1− p, the length of

the communication path will be strongly variable and unpredictable a priori. Furthermore, the next

node in the communication path will be chosen at random and there is no limit to the path length.

If all these features are combined with Assumption A1, it is possible to conclude that our approach

prevents an attacker from being able to trace back the message source and, ultimately, of having

advantages in guessing its features.

5.2.7 SP7 - Our approach is resistant to attacks based on historical data concerning

join and leave operations

This property aims at guaranteeing the robustness of our approach against attacks exploiting the

knowledge of historical data, which examine join and leave operations from groups to disclose the

features of an object.

Although nodes can freely join and leave groups, re-join operations involving different groups are,

in principle, insidious. Indeed, in this case, nodes can drastically change the exposed set of features.

This would allow an attacker to intersect the previously exposed features with the currently exposed

ones to determine the real subset of them owned by the attacked node.

However, in our approach, the only case in which a re-join task is performed happens when a node

leaves a group and joins another one during the resize operations (see Section 4.3.3 for all details). In

any case, this issue is addressed by the condition specified in Section 4.3.3 according to which a node

can re-join the same group it belonged to (even temporarily) in the past or a new one if the intersection

of the features exposed by the two groups contains at least k features belonging to equivalence classes

that satisfy t-closeness. This countermeasure, along with Assumptions A1 and A6, contrasts this kind

of attack.

Another situation to be investigated regards the case in which a node permanently leaves the MIoT
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(and not simply a group) and, then, re-joins it. Also in this case, historical data can lead to advantages

for an attacker. Actually, this issue is not directly considered by our approach. However, a simple

protection strategy can be adopted to address it. Indeed, it is sufficient to require that the nodes which

re-join a MIoT after a permanent leave should restore information about the last group they belonged

to during the previous interaction with it. In this way, it is possible to apply the countermeasures for

the other re-join situation described above.

6 Discussion

In this section, first we propose a discussion on some additional properties of our approach. Then,

we give further insights on its applicability and limitations, at least for an important aspect. Finally,

we discuss about the possible comparison between our approach and other ones proposed in the past

literature.

6.1 Privacy features

We start by analyzing the two features adopted in this paper, namely: (i) k-anonimity, and (ii) t-

closeness. k-anonimity is a very old notion which, in principle, can avoid information disclosure in a

database as long as sufficiently “noisy” tables (i.e., tables guaranteeing k collisions) can be generated

[64]. However, it was also proved that, when dealing with value distributions of attributes, an attacker

can take advantages by comparing the distribution in the noisy dataset with the real-world attribute

distribution to bypass such a privacy mechanism [65]. Therefore, even if k-anonimity can protect

against identity disclosure, it cannot protect against attacks based on attribute disclosure. In this last

case, an attacker can leverage the disclosure of the value of a confidential attribute associated with

an external identified individual to violate k-anonimity features. In real-life scenarios, the risk of such

an attack is very high and, therefore, the only application of k-anonimity appears inadequate for our

privacy objectives.

t-closeness was widely studied in the scientific literature [12]. It was conceived as an evolution of

k-anonimity that also protects against attribute disclosure. The scenario of interest for this paper is

very close to the ones for which t-closeness was designed. Indeed, our aim is concealing the features

(or attributes) of an object behind a group of heterogeneous and equivalent (in terms of probability

distributions) ones. For this reason, in our approach, we leverage t-closeness to enhance k-anonimity

with the capability of protecting against attribute disclosure, assuming that object attributes (or

features, in our case) have specific and measurable distributions.

Interestingly, our solution also recalls the concept of ε-differential privacy [66]. This kind of privacy

solution aims at limiting the knowledge gain between datasets that differ in one individual. It originally

focused on the protection of the outcomes of queries performed in a database. Then, other papers

extended this concept to non-interactive scenarios (i.e., cases in which it is not necessary to protect

a specific query or set of queries). These solutions often deal with specific classes of generic queries

(typically, count ones) [67, 68]. Interestingly, it was proved that t-closeness and ε-differential privacy

are somehow related to each other [69]. Indeed, the authors of [70] proved that, in a dataset in which

t-closeness holds, differential privacy is guaranteed on the projection over the confidential attributes.
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6.2 Applicability and limitations

As for the applicability of our proposal to real-world scenarios, we highlight that our strategy is in-

line with the new trend of improving the independence of nodes in an IoT. Specifically, several papers

focused on the definition of approaches aiming at identifying links between objects with a reduced

human intervention [41, 39]. Other papers, instead, focused on the definition of models to uniformly

handle data coming from heterogeneous smart objects [40]. Our solution finds a direct application in

this context because the knowledge of the features characterizing objects and the services provided by

them is fundamental for improving the efficiency of links in an IoT. For this purpose, it is important

to filter the contacts of an object according to the usefulness of the information that these contacts

can provide. Of course, as stated throughout this paper, the knowledge of the features of an object

has serious impacts on the privacy of its user.

Clearly, due to the extremely high dynamics of the considered scenario, our approach has some

limitations that must be taken into account. Indeed, as stated in Assumption A4 , our solution does

not cover the protection of features related to specific geographic positions. Indeed, without this

assumption, it is not possible to guarantee the security property SP4. To clarify this concept, consider

the case in which an attacker can isolate a node in a specific location. Furthermore, assume that some

of the exposed features can be related to the object position; think, for instance, of the temperature

of a room. In this case, the attacker can evaluate whether the node is capable of correctly answering

a query about the temperature of the zone controlled by it. Either a positive or a negative answer

results in a privacy leakage, as the attacker is able to identify one of the features of the object for

reducing the admissible set. In addition to Assumption A4 , this security property also requires a

pattern recognition solution to detect anomalous cross-feature interviews. Of course, a naive and very

conservative solution can be obtained by forcing each node to label as suspect (and, hence, to apply

the countermeasure described in Section 5.2.4 to it) each direct interaction with a node that submits

queries related to more than two features. A more sophisticated and refined solution can be obtained

by adopting any existing approach for anomalous pattern recognition [71]; however, it requires a base

knowledge to model the normal behavior of nodes.

6.3 Comparison with other approaches

As pointed out in the Introduction, to the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first one conceived

to prevent feature disclosure in a multiple IoT scenario. As a consequence, a direct comparison between

our approach and a strictly related one is not possible. Nevertheless, it is possible to perform an

“indirect” comparison with another approach which, even if conceived for a different objective, shares

some similarities with ours in both the reference scenario (i.e., smart devices and IoT) and the adopted

methodology.

To carry out this task, from the scientific literature, we identified the work described in [6]. It

presents an intrusion detection system aiming at protecting smart devices in vehicular networks. In

this approach, the main idea is to group nodes into “clusters” in such a way as to build protected zones

where nodes collaborate to improve their security. We remark, again, that the goal of the approach

of [6] is different from the objective of our approach. However, both of them define a security model

conceived to operate on smart devices and IoT, and their strategy is centered on the presence of groups
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and clusters of objects.

Interestingly, the authors of [6] measure the delay introduced by their solution to the communica-

tion time. In Section 5.2.2, we carried out a similar analysis but we evaluated another performance

parameter, namely the increase of the average path length caused by our privacy preserving solution.

In order to allow a comparison between our approach and the one of [6], we decided to measure the com-

munication delay introduced by our approach. We defined it as the average difference, in terms of time

to delivery, between a scenario in which our approach is used and another in which it is not adopted.

As done in [6], we measured such a variation against the size of groups. To estimate communication

time, we leveraged a global ping service available at the address https://wondernetwork.com/pings.

The obtained results are reported in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Average delay in the objects’ communication introduced by our approach against the group

size

From the analysis of this figure we observe that the average delay introduced by our approach

ranges from 22 ms to 130 ms, whereas the average delay of the approach of [6] ranges from 24 ms to

170 ms. The outcome of this experiment shows that the performance of our approach is comparable

with the one of other solutions, already present in the scientific literature, addressing security issues in

the context of smart devices and IoT. This encourages us to state that our approach achieves pretty

satisfactory results, still preserving the overall IoT usability to values considered acceptable by the

scientific community in this application scenario.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving approach capable of preventing feature (and,

consequently, information) disclosure in an IoT scenario. Our approach is capable of guaranteeing

privacy also in complex contexts where many smart objects are strongly interconnected to form a

set of (partially overlapped) networks interacting with each other. After having examined related

literature, we have illustrated the proposed model. Then, we have described the privacy-preserving

object grouping scheme, which represents the core of our approach. Finally, we have illustrated the

corresponding security model and we have analyzed the associated properties.

Our approach provides important advantages on user privacy protection in all those scenarios in

which the knowledge of the objects’ features may help an attacker to derive information about user

habits and behavior. For instance, in the Introduction, we presented a use case in the medical domain

in which an attacker correlates the features provided by three devices (glucose meter, hemoglobin

meter, and oxygen meter) applied to the same patient to the implications of some forms of lung

cancer. If we apply our approach to this use case, each of the three objects is mapped to a set of

(possibly) more generic features. Therefore, the attacker cannot know the exact scope of the objects

and, hence, cannot guess the reason why the patient uses them. As a consequence, she is no longer

capable of identifying the patient’s health conditions.

This paper must not be considered as an ending point. Actually, it could be the starting point of

several research efforts in this setting. As a first research direction, we plan to improve our approach

by enhancing group formation using the probability of the associated nodes to be good contacts for

each other (i.e., to share common interests and, therefore, to exchange valuable information with the

other nodes of their group). Indeed, currently, we consider only available features and the arrival time

in WZ as a triggering factor for group creation. It would be useful to understand whether an improved

algorithm can be designed so that the membership to a group can also be favored if it leads to an

increase of available information for its nodes.

Furthermore, we are planning to include in our approach a security mechanism that prevents

malicious nodes from being able to participate to a group in such a way as to acquire a given set of

features. Although this does not have impact on the privacy of other nodes inside the attacked group,

it can lead to a detriment of performance. Solutions based on trust and reputation models can be

adopted to prevent this kind of attack.

Empowering our solution with a reputation model would allow another future development. Indeed,

currently, our privacy model includes some static countermeasures for node protection, based on the

features involved in the queries received (cross-feature interview, see Section 5.2.4). The basic idea

states that a node under attack changes its normal behavior by reducing its answer rate; however,

no action is taken against the suspected attacker. It could be useful to exploit information about the

suspected attacker to train a reputation model, so that whenever this kind of attack occurs, nodes

can exchange information about the attacking node, thus updating their trust on it and its overall

reputation.

Finally, we are currently studying another possible extension of our work that leverages the

Blockchain capability of improving the security of transactions between nodes. Indeed, in our scenario,

a possible attack could involve a malicious node that distributes false information inside a group (i.e.,
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manipulating the messages exchanged therein). The use of Blockchain as a public ledger may prevent

this kind of attack as each message can be anonymously traced inside it. In this way, each modification

to the generated messages can be recognized by analyzing the corresponding digest reported in the

Blockchain.
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